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ITALY ITALY ITALY

Veneto - CANTINE SALVALAI                                                                           Ⓥ 

· PINOT GRIGIO, DELLE VENEZIE DOC  2021 $16.95
Salvalai is at the top of their game with this full-flavoured, fruit-forward Pinot Grigio. Refreshing grapefruit notes on the finish.

· PINOT NOIR, TREVENEZIE IGT  2020 $17.95
A lush pinot noir from Veneto. Handpicked and deeply coloured, perfumed with shades of cherry fruit and a hint of forest floor.

· VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO SUPERIORE 'MONILE'  2019 $24.95
Shows intense raisin and smoke with a lovely round character. Wet earth and tobacco are matched with lingering fruit 
characters and soft tannins. A stellar wine from a superb vintage. Italy's answer to Shiraz and Zinfandel!!

· AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO  2016     6-packs $45.95
Highly extracted. Reminiscent of plums, figs, almonds, black pepper, brown spice. Complex with flavours that all come 
together harmoniously. The ripe sweet fruit is beautiful on the palate, but finishes dry with full, integrated tannins. Drinking well.

· AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO RISERVA 'VEJO'  2011 (T)       6-packs $61.95
A single 5 hectares Vineyard. 4 years in French oak produced a full flavoured very inviting Amarone, full of spice, ripe cherry in transit
and chocolate. Only produced in exceptional years this is a wine of natural selection, quality over quantity (the drying process   
removes 40% of the grapes). Drinking now but could be cellared for 10 more years….

Veneto, Venegazzú - LOREDAN GASPARINI Ⓥ 

· PROSECCO ASOLO SUPERIORE DOCG BRUT NV - GASPARINI 90 pts - James Suckling | Falstaff Trophy - 92 pts $20.95
A well-structured Prosecco.  Apple and pineapple notes, and aromas of yellow flowers and freshly-mowed hay. Good mousse.
Asolo DOCG is one of only 2 top-most Prosecco appellations. Smaller than Valdobbiadene, it is still an insider's secret.

· PROSECCO DOC ROSÉ BRUT 2020 - CASA BIANCA $20.95
Prosecco DOC is a new genre for Italy. Made with estate fruit from various vineyard parcels in Treviso. 90% Glera, 10% Pinot Nero. in transit
With a delicate colour, intriguing fruit aromas and a good versatility, this is a fresh, crisp and highly enjoyable sparking Rosé.

· CAPO DI STATO, MONTELLO DOC, VENEGAZZÙ SUPERIORE  2017      6-packs $72.95
French President Charles De Gaulle publicly praised this wine as an excellent Bordeaux, and was then told it was Italian. It was
then re-named Capo di Stato (Head of State), a wine which was created by Gasparini for offical events hosted in Venice by 
City Council. Made from a blend of old clones of Cab Sauv, Merlot, Cab Franc and Malbec, this wine is counted as one of Italy's 
finest. Deep blackberry and black currant fruit with hazelnut shadings & dried rose petals. A small historic region north of Venice.

· DELLA CASA, MONTELLO-COLLI ASOLANI DOC, VENEGAZZÙ  2017 Due Bicchieri - Gambero Rosso $34.95
The ultimate expression of the terroir of Venegazzù, This wine was created in the '50s and is the precursor to the Capo di Stato. 
The region was recognized by historian Boniface in 1590 as a land 'that produces very good wines'. Approachable now, this 
 Boredeaux blend opens elegantly with notes of  tobacco, dark fruit, and a firm meatiness. 18 months in Slavonian oak.

Order Desk:  416.477.2611 | Abcon@AbconWine.com

Sparkling (3)         Rosé (3)          White (17)          Red (32)    Ⓥ = Vegan

While our wineries have a vested interest in good 
land stewardship and clean wine-making, a 
number of our listings are officially certified 
Green, Sustainable, Organic or Biodynamic.
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ITALY ITALY ITALY Cont'd

Tuscany - BOCELLI FAMILY WINES Ⓥ 

· SANGIOVESE, IGT TUSCANY  2019 $21.95
Made from Tuscany’s noble varietal, the Bocelli family’s passion and expertise are on full display in this an exceptionally
bightt, lush and appealing Sangiovese. With grapes hand-harvested from some of the best vineyard sites in Morellino,
the fruit is deliciously ripe and smoky, with notes of marasca cherry, granite, and rhubarb compote. The finish is long and
suitably dry, with admiral acidity that makes the palate taut and pleasing.

Tuscany, Chianti - ANTANE Ⓥ 

· CHIANTI  2019 $18.95
Baron Ricasoli would be very proud of this current incarnation of his famous blend. Invitingly lively with a subtle attack and 
soft lingering finish. Mid-weight with nice complexity at this price. 

Tuscany, Chianti Classico - FATTORIA POGGERINO Ⓥ | Organic

· CHIANTI CLASSICO  2020 90 pts - John Szabo, WineAlign.com $30.95
The winery’s largest production (about 45,000 bottles per year). It is made from Sangiovese 100%. The wine spends one
year in barriques before being aged in bottle.  Recommended with spicy-sauced pasta and mild-tasting red meats.

· CHIANTI CLASSICO '(N) Uovo' 2019 NEW! $49.95
The entire process of vinification and maceration take place in concrete tanks for approximately 35 days with pumpovers and manual
punchdowns. In December the new wine is racked to a cement egg of 6,5hl where the malolactic fermentation takes place. The
vertical ovoid tank takes advantage of the micro-oxygenation that is made possible by the clay-cement material. In this giant “egg”,
the lees are continuously forced upward by an internal current resembling a vortex. Aged 12 months in tank, and at least 8 more
in bottle before release from the winery. A newer wine-making style in an atypical egg-shaped tank inspired by the Roman dolias.

Bright ruby red with aroma notes of earth, graphite, tobacco and berry fruit. Extremely complex, sweet and persistent tannins.

· CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA 'BUGIALLA'   2018 6-packs v. 2017: 95 pts - Vinous, AG | 91 pts - Wine Advoacte $52.95
"The 2017 Chianti Classico Riserva Bugialla is another stellar wine in this range from Poggerino. Freshly cut flowers and sweet, red
berry fruit give the 2017 a surprising amount of freshness. Medium in body, with terrific energy and plenty of verve, the 2017 Riserva 
is positively stellar. Rose petal, blood orange and spice overtones linger on the racy, exquisite finish. In a word: impressive." (AG)

Le Marche - CASA VINICOLA CARMINUCCI Ⓥ 

· ROSSO PICENO SUPERIORE DOC, 'NAUMAKOS'   2018 $19.95
70% Montepulciano & 30% Sangiovese, aged 12 months in 400L oak barrels. This wine is dark ruby red with complex
aromas of plum, red cherry and licorice which are all in constant evolution. Full and persistent and superbly balanced.

Abruzzo - CONTESA Agr. Ag. Ⓥ 

· PECORINO  2021 $18.95
Pale yellow, with a remarkably intense nose of citrus fruits, hints of hawthorn and orange blossom. Soft, clean, and persistent. in transit

Puglia - FLAIO

· PRIMITIVO SALENTO IGT  2020 $17.95
State of the art vinification helps create this superb Primitivo.  A spicy earthiness, nice fruit, and a well-structured finish.

FRANCE FRANCE FRANCE

Pays d'Oc - FAMILLE CROS-PUJOL Ⓥ 

· ROSÉ, LES VIGNES  2020 $17.95
Refreshing Rose with equal parts Strawberry, red Currant jelly and melon on the nose.  Cinsault and Grenache. 

Loire Valley, Muscadet - PHILIPPE BODINEAU Ⓥ 

· MUSCADET SÈVRE et MAINE 2020 $20.95
From the beautiful Loire area of Les Chaboissieres, Philippe took over the family winery in 2002. Very pure and defined, with 
a stony undertow beneath lemon, white peach,sea salt and chalk notes. The Muscadet Sèvre et Maine AOC is named after
the Sèvre and Petite Maine rivers which flow through the Nantes wine region (Loire Valley) and its best terroirs.
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FRANCE Cont'd FRANCE Cont'd FRANCE

Loire Valley, Sancerre - DOMAINE du CARROU

· SANCERRE  2020 $32.95
Producing wine since the 17th century The Roger family utilizes the chalky-calcareous soils of the Oxfordian, with Terre 
blanches of sprinkled fossilized shells. A full range of fragrant nuances including lemon, grapefruit, white peach and  
acacia flower. Rounded mouth  feel, full but fresh with delightful elegance.

Chablis, Burgundy - DOMAINE FOURREY et FILS | High Environmental Value Certified

· CHABLIS AOC 2020 $29.95
Wine with body and finesse, dry and mineral. Can be kept for 5 years. The wine-making combines the tradition chablisien with  
With modern techniques of the Chardonnay grape. Luscious yet taut! Yield maximum 60 Hl/Ha. Screw cap.

Côtes du Rhône - CHÂTEAU de RUTH 

· CÔTES DU RHÔNE 2020 $20.95
This ruby-violet coloured red has deep aromas of black cherries, red berries, plum skins, and violets. On the palate it is pure and  
deep, then it grows in intensity and finishes with berries, minerals & licorice.  The old-vine flavours are soft in texture with real 
presence on the mineral-spice finish.  Drinks well now,will broaden & get better.                                     

Bordeaux Supériuer - CHÂTEAU HAUT-ROZIER 

· CHÂTEAU HAUT-ROZIER, CRU BOURGEOIS 2016 $19.95
Chateau Haut Rozier is one of our oldest exclusives. Located close to Lussac St Emilion, this property has always pleased
pleased us with supple, round, fruity wines.   70% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Sauv. & 10% Cabernet Franc, Ch. Haut Rozier
offers what Bordeaux Supérieur does the best: easy-to-drink wines but with personality, complexity and structure. 

SPAIN SPAIN SPAIN 

Catalonia, Penedès - CASTELL D'OR Ⓥ 

· CAVA, FLAMA D'OR BRUT $17.95
Tiny bubbles, clean, fresh  flavours and a terrific finish are the hallmarks of this new Cava from Abcon.  
Celebrate with Castell d'Or! What a great price! Xarello, Macabeo & Parellada grape varietals.

Galicia, Rías Baixas D.O. - VINA CARTIN Ⓥ 

· ALBARINO 2021 $22.95
This 100% Albarino was slightly creamy with refreshing pear and melon on the nose and apple and lime peel on the palate. A gentle in transit
de-stemming process, hand-selection, & modern winery techniques lead to a very clean and crisp wine which is refreshing
as an aperitif or an accompaniment to pasta or seafood.  The cool climate Salnes Valley is a subregion of Rias Baixas.

Rioja, Rioja Alta - BODEGA VALLEMAYOR Ⓥ 

· RIOJA, 'VINA LA ENCINEDA', COLECCÍON VALLEMAYOR  2017 $19.95
Abcon’s first Rioja shows how magical this area can be. Using American barrels for a limited gestation, the wine shows the 
terroir of Rioja Alta in a more modern style.  Great wine at a great price. 

Castilla y León, Toro  - BODEGAS REJADORADA Ⓥ 

· TINTA de TORO, 'NOVELLUM', CRIANZA 2018 $25.95
A poweful Spanish Tinta de Toro (Tempranillo) called Novellum. This 2016 Vintage is already showing a muscular audacity. 
The 100% Tinto De Toro is a local variant of Rioja's Tempranillo which has adapted to this wild and rather 
remote area of Spain.  Beautifully made with 1 year in French oak. A wine to drink now or savour later.  

ARGENTINA ARGENTINA ARGENTINA

Mendoza, Uco Valley - BODEGA de ART CLAROSCURO Ⓥ 

· MALBEC, 'VISTA FLORES'  2018 90 pts - WineAlign.com $21.95
Gorgeously soft yet plush with decadent ripe plums, blackberries and some dark chocolate and oregano. 9 months in oak
and comes from a vineyard in Vistaflores in the Tunuyán area of the Uco Valley, which sits at 1054 metres (3428 feet)
above sea level. Mature fruit flavours, smooth tannins, & excellent balance. Irrigation is  from the melting snow off the high peaks.
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SOUTH AFRICA SOUTH AFRICA SOUTH AFRICA

Stellenbosch - JARDIN, JORDAN WINES

· CHARDONNAY, BARREL FERMENTED, JARDIN WINES  2020 91 pts - Tim Atkin $29.95
Direct pressed, elegant and floral, with leafy red cherry fruit and crunchy acidity. The Cabernet Sauvignon in transit
is sourced from vineyards specifically farmed to produce Rosé fruit. On arrival at the cellar, these early picked,

· CABERNET SAUVIGNON, 'THE LONG FUSE'  2019 92 pts - Tim Atkin | Silver Medal - Decanter Mag. $29.95
To create the perfect soil environment for Jardin's Cabernet Sauvignon vineyards, many large, sub-surface granite boulders were in transit
excavated and blown-up with dynamite. One of the boulders required over 300 charges, necessitating a very long fuse. Here
the climate plays a significant role to allow great fruit expression and classic essences of cedar, brambles and toasted tobacco.

Stellenbosch - VILLIERA ESTATE | Certified Sustainable

· CHENIN BLANC  2021 91 pts - Tim Atkin $20.95
The wine has abundant fruit with expression of pineapple, guava and critrus, and a hint of wood spice on the nose. It is well-balanced
with a long crisp finish. Will cellar for 5 years. Majority hand-picked grapes, some whole-pressed, and 2 months Sur Lie.

· MERLOT  2019 92 pts - Tim Atkin | Silver Medal - Decanter Mag. $22.95
Brilliant red, with aromas of wood spice, red berry fruit and mint that follow onto the rich and full palate. Full yet supple tannins. 
Will cellar for 6 years. 10 months in oak.

AUSTRALIA AUSTRALIA AUSTRALIA

 South Australia - DE BORTOLI Ⓥ 

· CHARDONNAY, 'WILLOWGLEN'. RIVERINA 2020 $15.95
Open faced melon, butter and tropical fruit aromas.  Soft and round on entry with peach and citrus rind on the finish.  
Oak subtly infused on background. Great buy for wine by the glass!!

· SAUVIGNON BLANC, 'DB' 2020 $16.95
Abcon is proud to represent De Bortoli Wines' DB Sauvignon Blanc 2019. Straw green hues with
passionfruit & green apple aromas. Tropical, soft & round with just enough acidity to keep the palate fresh yet balanced.

 South Australia - DE BORTOLI Ⓥ 

· SHIRAZ, 'WILLOWGLEN', RIVERINA  2020 90 pts - WineAlign.com $16.95
Velvety smooth this well priced, exceptional quality Shiraz shows great varietal character.  Great value by-the-glass OZ Shiraz! in transit

South Australia, Longhorne Creek - GROWERS GATE Ⓥ 

· CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2020 $17.95
Lifted mint and blackcurrant and ripe, dark berry flavours and supported by  gentle acidity. Obvious care in all facets of the  
winemaking shows in this lovely wine profile. A well priced Cabernet  from Australia!     

NEW ZEALAND NEW ZEALAND NEW ZEALAND

Marlborough - STONYBANK    Ⓥ | Certified Sustainable

· SAUVIGNON BLANC  2020    AMW * $19.95
Perfect expression of Marlborough fruit. Aromas of lemon zest, grapefruit, elderflower and passionfruit. A balanced and well-
integraed palate with ripe tropical flavours of guava and passionfruit, and a lively minerality yielding a crisp mid-weight finish.

* AMW ('Applellation Marlborough Wine' - a trade-marked guarantee of 100% Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc fruit.)

Marlborough - FORREST ESTATE Ⓥ | Certified Sustainable

· SAUVIGNON BLANC, ESTATE  2020    AMW *      6-packs 93 pts - Cam Douglas | 92 pts - Bob Campbell $23.95
Vibrant, punchy nose of Guava, lime, citrus, herbs with a hint of passionfruit and a complex amalgam of subtle yeast esters
and white floral notes.The palate is full with excellent texture and flavours of Guava and boxwood; taut with a firm 
mineral backbone, finishing dry with crisp acidity. This wine has been created to flourish with time, peak drinkability 3 to 5 years.

* AMW ('Applellation Marlborough Wine' - a trade-marked guarantee of 100% Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc fruit.)

· PINOT NOIR, ESTATE  2018 93 pts - Cam Douglas | 90 pts - Decanter Mag. $25.95
Delicious aromas of raspberry, strawberry and black Dawson cherry with hints of violets. The taste is all dark fruit cake and plum, 
with hints of spice and savoury aromas. It’s full, complex and delicious on the palate. Drink now or cellars for 5+ years.
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CALIFORNIA       CALIFORNIA  CALIFORNIA

California - BUTTERFIELD STATION                 Ⓥ 

. CHARDONNAY 2020 $20.95
A light golden color, with aromas of flint, apricot and fresh pear. The palate is led by fresh fruit flavour such as yellow apple, pear and
citrus. An elongated finish ensues with a bright acidity, making this a good selection as an apperitif or to pair with food.

California - EOS by Foley Wine Group             Ⓥ 

· CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $20.95
Lush blackberry with a hint of mint and a smattering of black pepper. After malolactic inoculation the wine spends 8 months  
in French and American oak. 8 per cent Syrah is added for body and spice.

· PINOT NOIR 2019 $20.95
Aromas of red berry fruit and spice caress strawberry and raspberry flavours with gentle oak notes.

California, Paso Robles - VINA ROBLES WINERY Ⓥ | Certified Sustainable & Solar-Powered

· SYRAH BLEND 'THE ARBORIST'  2019 93 pts  - Wine Enthusiast | Gold - Central Coast Wine Competition $32.95
This estate blend is made mainly of varieties grown in their Huerhuero Vineyard, located directly behind the winery in the rolling
hills of Paso Robles. Syrah, Petit Syrah & Tannat, with 18 months oak ageing. Dark cherry, plum, chocolate, spice and tobacco notes
lead to a medium body, dark stone fruits notes, fleshy-textured tannins and a long balanced finish. Portion of proceeds plants trees.
45% Syrah, 40% Petite Sirah, 5% Grenache.

California - JUGGERNAUT WINES NEW!

· CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $34.95
100% Hillside vineyards, steep rocky slopes with well-draining soils that force roots to burrow deep for moisture. 
13 months in French oak barrels. Notes of anise, black fruit and cassis. Dense supple palate with ripe black currant and vanilla.

Russian River Valley - JUGGERNAUT WINES NEW! | Certified Sustainable

· PINOT NOIR 2019 $34.95
Russian River Valley Pinot Noir, aged 12 months in oak. Aromas of lillies, vanilla and waffle cone lead to an enticing palate with red 
cherry, berry fruit and floral notes with a hint of spice. Supple tannins, balanced intensity, graceful. 
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CALIFORNIA Cont'd CALIFORNIA Cont'd CALIFORNIA Cont'd 

California - BOGLE VINEYARDS Ⓥ | Certified Sustainable

· CHARDONNAY 2020 90 pts (Best Buy) - Wine Enthusiast $23.95
Deceptively complex, tight and vibrant, with a slow rise of citrus-laced mineral, green pear and honeydew melon that build 
on the finish, where a touch of nutmeg adds dimension.                                                                                             

· MERLOT 2019 $22.95
Gorgeous in the glass with rich hues of garnet, the first aromas of sandalwood, vanilla and black cherry entice follow with flavours
with red plum and cherry. A complex finish, succulently silky tannins and spiced vanilla oak.  100% barrel aged in American oak.

· PETITE SIRAH 2018 91 pts (Best Buy) - Wine Enthusiast $24.95
Amazingly inky, deep Petit Sirah is Bogle's flagship varietal.  On the nose powerful boysenberry and blackberry scents 
with the trademark Bogle jamminess filling the mouth, a voluptuous finish lingers with toasty, vanilla oak and lush fruit.  
Firm tannins for aging but why wait!!  6 out of 7 Vintages have been given a Best Buy by Wine Enthusiast

· CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $24.95
Tight and intense, built around a core of cedary oak, dried currant, herb, mineral and tobacco that are chewy and rustic, with  
gutsy tannins. Wine Enthusiast Magazine 90 points.  Here's a stellar example of how a really good Cabernet can be made 
without gouging the consumer. This is a dry, elegant and rich wine, with firm tannins housing flavours of blackberries,  
currants, herbs, spices and smoky cedar wood. Excellentß value. 

· PINOT NOIR 2020 87 pts (Best Buy) - Wine Enthusiast $24.95
The 2017 Pinot Noir from Bogle represents some of the best varietal growing regions California has to offer.  Fruit from the
cool confines of the Russian River Valley, from the coastal hills of Monterey and from the unique Clarksburg Delta combine
to create a garnet-coloured wine of complexity and finesse. The first impression recalls a sun-dappled forest clearing, 
scattered with sweet wild strawberries and rustic mint.  These hints of pine, bright berry and fresh herbs follow on the  
well balanced palate, surrounded by soft suggestions of tea leaves and violets.  Toasty vanilla winds itself throughout,
wrapping around the finish: long, silky & elegant.

· OLD VINE ZINFANDEL 2019 91 pts (Best Buy) - Wine Enthusiast $25.95
Dry-farmed and head trained vineyards reaping gnarly old vines (40 -80 years old). Seasoned with nuances of peppercorns,
this full-bodied wine begins with startlingly rich raspberry fruit on the nose and palate. Soft oak nuances supported by firm
and focused tannins. 10 mths in American oak.

· PHANTOM 2018 $34.95
Intriguing, beguiling…this mysterious apparition of ripe berry and relentless spice returns to haunt wine lovers.
Enveloped in shadow, this wine’s intensity and concentration will entice you with every sip. Full-bodied and jammy,
Phantom’s origins of Petite Sirah and Zinfandel emerge from the glass.Spicy pepper and juniper tantalize your senses, 
while black plums and blueberries emerge on the palate. Notes of pipe tobacco and clove settle around the finish, long and 
lingering, like the Delta fog.  28 months in American Oak.

Minimum order is 1 case, with $15 local delivery, $25 outside of the M Postal Code.  Free local pick-up at our offices can be arranged.
Local delivery is complimentary within the M Postal Code regions with a 2-case order. Delivery outside of that region is $25 per case + HST.

Prices are listed by bottle and due to currency fluctuation are subject to change without notice. Wines may only be purchased by the case. There are 12 bottles per case unless noted. 
Prices are inclusive of all LCBO charges, and Agent’s Handling Fee; exclusive of HST and bottle deposit.  The LCBO requires a 48-hour notice for orders,

and wines noted as in-transit (T) are potentially out of stock.  Abcon is not permitted to sell alcohol beverage but may arrange for purchases from the LCBO on the customer’s behalf.


